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Recent developments are reviewed in the general area of surface magnetic anisotropy of

ultrathin ferromagnetic fdms of 3d-transition metals. The surface magneto-optic Kerr effect

(SMOKE) is introduced as a probe of magnetic anisotropy effects in ultrathin ferromagnetic

films. SMOKE results from the author's laboratory are highlighted, including the study of

- the stabilization of vertical easy axes of magnetization in a variety of epitaxial Fe film

+-systems.
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I. Introduction:

' The focus of this paper is on surface magnetic anisotropy of 3d ferromagnetic

transition metals. While the exchange interaction is responsible for the net magnetization

associated with ferromagnetism, it is the magnetic anisotropy energetics that determine the

direction of that magnetization with respect to the crystallographic axes and to the shape of

the sample. Van Vleck[ lI originally proposed that the magnetic anistropy of the

ferromagnetic transition metals was due to the spin-orbit interaction. Nrel[2! was then the

first to introduce the concept that the surface can have its own strong magnetic anisotropies

due to the lowered symmetry relative to the bulk crystal. Crradmamaand coworkers[3] were

first experimentally to observe the consequences of strong surface anisotropies in terms of

vertical easy axes of magetization for ultrath_ films, whereas the easy axes are in-plane for

thicker films for which surface effects can no longer dominate.

The study of surface magnetic anisotropy has grown in popularity with the advent

of vertical recording and magneto-optic data storage media. It is now clear that surface

magnetic anisotropy can endow a material with device potential and marketability. When

this is compounded with the realization that ultrathin f'tlms and artifically layered materials

can be atomically en_neered to have the desired anisotropies, the renewed interest is quite

understandable. These developments have led Kaneyoshi[ 4] recently to point out that the

surface magnetic anisotropy is "of paramount importance in determinir:g the magnetic

properties of surfaces and thin films."

Both theoretical and experimental activities are underway currently. The theoretical

studies are being pursued along a variety of avenues. Phenomenological theorists utilize

power-series expansions of the energetics to define anisotropy constants[ 5] and to relate

these constants to experimental observables.[ 6] First-principles theorists[7][81[9] utilize

band-structure techniques to calculate total energies in order to evaluate the energetics due

to the spin-orbit interaction. The band-structure results are still at the stage where

discussions of numerical accuracy can lead to lively controversies.[ 10] Another aspect of
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theoretical investigation explores the consequences of the surface magnetic anisotropy in

' influencing other fundamental properties, such as the magnitude of the Curie temperature

TC in ultrathin films, or the critical thickness clc at which the easy axes reorient from

vertical (_L)to in-plane (li). At dc the effective anisotropy goes to zero because the vertical

surface anisotropy and in-plane shape anisotropy balance out each other. It is believed that

in such a situation it should be impossible to sustain long-range ferromagnetic order. This

is because the Mermin-Wagner theorem[ 11]has shown that for an isotropic Heisenberg

model there is no finite-temperature ordering :irltwo dimensions (2D). Bander and Mills[121

and Bruno[13l have investigated the TC behavior recently. The spin-wave behavior[ 14]and

instabilities that occur in the spin-wave spectrum near the reorientation transition have also

been explored. [15l Efforts to incorporate su_ace roughness into the modeling are also in

progress.[ 16]

Experimental efforts have focused on both quantifying the magnetic anisotropy

constants and on searching for systems and conditions that support vertical easy _xes. An

overview of experimental activities is provided in the reference listings that accompany the

torsion magnetometry studies of Elmers et. al.[17] Other techniques that have been used to

analyze anisotropy com;rants include MiSssbauer spectroscopy,[ 18][19] ferromagnetic

resonance,[20][ 21]and Bntlouin light scattering,[ 22]as well as micromagnetic modeling[ 231

to interpret images taken by means.of scanning electron microscopy with polarization

analysis (SEMPA). Tabulations of approximate anisotropy constants appear in many of the

works referred to above, as well as in a paper devoted to the subject by Bruno and

Ren_d.[ 24]

The sphere of interest expands as one acknowledges the relationship between

surface and interface anisotropy. Then studies in the superlattice field help in the cross-

pollination of ide_ with the monolayer magnetism field.[25] Some recent examples include

magnetic anisotropy studies of epitaxial superlattices,[ 26] of ultrathin amorphous
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multilayers,[271 and of vertical recording media based on rare-earth-transition-metal

' amorphous alloy f-tlms[28]or multilayers. [29]

In addition to efforts to quantify anisotropy constants, the direct observation of

vertical easy axes also has become an exciting endeavor. For example, SEMPA has been

used to observe a continuous reorientation transition that takes place as a function of Co

thickness for epitaxial Co/Au(ll 1) films.[ 23] Spin-polarized secondary-electron

spectroscopy has been used to discover a reversible reorientation wansition ( i _ II ) that

rx:curs as a function of temperature for ultrathin fcc Fe grown on Cu(100).[30l

Most of the remainder of the present paper will be devoted to highlighting results

for ultrathin iron films that exhibit interesting behavior related to their surface magnetic

_!!,_ anisotropy. The examples are based 06 sutfface magneto-optical Kerr effect (SMOKE)

_!!_I studies carried out in the author's laboratory. The interest to the microscopy community is_.

" that when strong surface anisotropies are found to dominate the physical properties, the

goal then becomes to correlate the magnetic properties with the atomic structure,

microstructure and morphology. This is where there are great future opportunities and

challenges for dive.r_e types of microscopists.

II. Back.gro_nd Information:

Before proceeding with the examples some background information is in order.

The films to be considered are grown epitaxially onto single crystal substrates in ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV) of 1010-10 -11 ]"orr. The growth method, known as molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE), utilizes techniques standard to the surface science community. Auxilliary

characterization probes used thoughout the studies are Auger electron spectroscopy to

monitor surface cleanliness and growth mode characteristics, and low-energy electron

diffraction (LEED) to monitor surface structural order. The above conditions and tools

constitute the minimal requirements for meaningful studies of surface phenomena. For a
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broad overview of the experimental techniques used in surface and thin-film magnetism

• research the reader is referred to the articles by Falicov et al.[31] and by Bader.[32]

SMOKE is the adaptation of the conventional magneto-optical Kerr technique to

study ultrathin, or monolayer-range, signals in situ. A beam of linearly polarized He-Ne

laser light enters the growth chamber through a UHV window and reflects off of the

magnetized sample. The magneto-optic interaction, which also is due to the spin-orbit

interaction, rotates the pohuization of the light and introduces an ellipticity. The reflected

light reemerges through the UHV window, passes through a polarizing analyzer crystal

, whose fast axis is almost crossed with that of the incident light, and the resultant signal is

detected by a photodiode. All of the optical components are outside of the UHV chamber,

the only component located inside the Chamber is a conventional electromagnet used to

magnetize the sample. The orientation of the applied magnetic field tt is either in-plane or

perpendicular to the plane of the film. The resultant configuration is referred to as the

longitudinal or polar Kerr effect, respectively. The polar effect is the considerably stronger

one, which is part of the reason for its importance in vertical recording applications. A

hysteresis loop is generated as H is swept and the output of the detected,light changes. The

Kerr intensity measures the height of the loop, is proportional to the magnetization, and can

be studied directly or used to obtain rotation or ellipticity values. Typically, the maximum

possible polar Kerr rotation value is -43.1-0.2 mrad for an Fe monolayer, gas)' axes can be

identified by the shape of the hysteresis loop. Loops for which the remanent Kerr signal is

comparable to the saturation value .are characteristic of field alignments along easy axes.

For a review of the SMOKE technique the reader is referred to the article by Bader.[33]

.III. YeNcal Easy Axc,s in ldlt_r_1hinMagneti_ Films

In this section four systems will be highlighted and discussed in the light of the

opportunities they offer for further study. The studies identify critical thickness values for

vertical easy axes. Figure 1 shows the thickness dependence of the Kerr intensity and
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coercivities Hc for epitaxial Fe films grown on the indicated substrates. Strong polar Kerr

' signals initially increase with thickness until dc is reached, after which a relatively weak

longitudinal Kerr signal is detected. The dc values are in the 3-6 monolayer (ML) range.

The coercivities tend to peak in the monolayer range, which is another manifestation of the

strong surface anisotropy. A most interesting aspect of the results summarized in Fig. 1 is

that, although in each case Fe films of similar thickness are under investigation, the

systems are quite diverse. Bcc-Fe(1OO) grows on Au(100) because of the lattice match

between bcc-Fe and the primitive square unit cell of unreconstructed Au(100). This unit

cell is rotated 45° from the fcc unit cell of Ata. In contrast to this behavior, we find that

relatively strain-free fcc-Fe grows on Cu(100). Fcc-Fe exists in the Fe phase diagram at
i

high temperatures[" (910-1390°C). Both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic (At r) forms

of fcc-Fe have been found to exist experimentally and theoretically.[ 34] Our epitaxially-

stabilized fcc-Fe is clearly of the ferromagnetic vm-iety;it was grown at low T (.-.100K) to

suppress interdiffusion,[ 35] as was the Fe/Au(1OO).[36] lt is now becoming accepted that

the AF phase of fcc-Fe can be grown on Cu(100) at high T (-200°C) stabilized by an

intermixed Fe-Cu buffer layer at the interface.[ 37] The most recent stnlctural studies

indicate that the ferromagnetic phase is slightly tetragonally d_storted,while the AF phase is

undistorted.[ 38] Evidence has been found in LEED studies for a low-T surface

reconstruction[ 39] for films grown near room temperature, but correlations have not been

pursued yet with magnetic properties.

The interesting question for microscopists is to what extent the dc values correlate

with the thickness at which misfit dislocations set in to relieve swain. The role of strain in

stabilizing vertical easy axes in thin epitaxial films is also _ important question to pursue.

To provide a sense of the strength of the surface magnetic anisotropy in these systems, note

that the shape anisotropy corresponds to a field of,--20kOe per layer of Fe; at dc the field

associated with the surface anisotropy balances out this field. If dc=5 ML, the surface

anisotropy field is --50kOe, since there are two surface or interface layers.

!
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Cu and Au are good choices as substrates because their d-bands are filled, so they

° should not electronically perturb the Fe d-electrons greatly. However, for this same reason

they have low surface free energies relative to Fe. Thus, the growth process is unstable

wi_ respect to intermixing and segregation.[ 40] For this reason transition metal substrates

were also explored in Fig. 1. Fe grows pseudomorphically on Pd(100), but because of the

lattice mismatch there is a strong tetragonal distortion and the resultant structure is bct.[41]

Thus, a new structure is created via epitaxy that does not exist in the bulk phase diagram.

Additional interest in Fe/Pd(100) is that the interfacial Pd is ferromagnefically polarized,[42]

which leads to higher than expected TC values in the ultrathin regime,[ 43] and to the

observation of ferromagnetic hysteresis well into the submonolayer dosage regime.[44] The

submonolayer morphology appears to cdnsi_t of a random-site occupancy, rather than of a

2D island structure.[451
t
,.

" The Fe/Ru(0001) results in Fig. 1 differ in a number of ways from those of the

other systems. Firstly, the substrate in this case is the basal plane of a hexagonal material.

The pseudomorphy would suggest the growth of Fe(111) planes that are expanded in-plane

and, therefore, expected to be trigonally compressed, rather than fcc or hcp. However,

Tian et al.[46] have recently proposed, based on their LEED studies, that only the first

monolayer is pseudomorphic, and that thicker films consist of 3D bcc-Fe{ 110} domains in

two equivalent Kurdjumov-Sachs orientations. Secondly, vertical easy axes are found for

room-temperature growth,[ 47] while low-T growth was used in the other cases in Fig. 1.

This is presumably due to me reduced tendency towards interfacial mixing relative to that

for the other systems under consideration. Finally, the first two monolayers of Fe neither

yield a ferromagnetic signal nor extrapolate to be ferromagnetically active. It has been

reported that Fe/Ru superlattices also have two Fe dead layers at each interface. These

results have led to a variety of theoretical spectflations,[48][49] including that at least the first

Fe monolayer is antiferromagnetically ordered.[501
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It would be interesting to follow the growth of any of the above systems by means

' of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). This would seem to be feasible, as borne out

by recent successes in studying the growth of Cu and Au on Ru(0001),[ 51] and of Fe on

Au(111).[ 52]

IV. Summmy:

Interest in surface and interface magnetism has increased in recent years. There are

many basic challenges as well as possibilities for applications in the magnetic recording

field. In the present work a review was presented highlighting recent activities in the field.

Examples of vertical easy axes taken from SMOKE. studies in the author's laboratory were

presented and discussed within the context bf future research directions. It is anticipated

that the field will continue to attract attention and that studies based on the use of diverse
i,'

i

' ' microscopy techniques will help the field to mature.
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Figure 1 Critical thicknesses dc to sustain vertical easy axes of magnetization (left
..

panels) and the corresponding coercivities (right panels) are shown for

epitaxiaI Fe films grown on the indicated substrates. The information is

derived from the height and width, respectively, of the magnetic hysteresis

loops o_,zained using the sugace magneto-optic Kerr effect. The strong

polar Kerr signals (square sy_cbols) indicate vertical easy axes, and the
' Is

weak.,longitudinal Kerr signals (Mangles) indicate easy axes that are in the

film p!ane. _,:.
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